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FOOD COMPLIANCE OF MATERIAL WITH DIRECT CONTACT WITH FOODSTUFFS 

         

 
1 BENDERSITALIA srl asserts that  the articles BAKING CASE  white and printed paper, used  to package 
foodstuffs  types 
 
- 02:(a) :  CEREALS, CEREAL DERIVATES, PRODUCTS OF BAKERY 
- 03:(a) : CHOCOLATE AND SWEETS 
      

is in keeping with 
 

the following community legislation CE: 
 

 - Regulation 1935/2004/CE 
 
and the following italian legislation: 
 

 - Decreto Ministeriale 21/03/1973 and following updatings and adjustments 

 - DPR 777/82 and following updatings and adjustments. 

 

2 The material is composed of: 

 Printed paper (not printed side direct contact with the foodstuffs) / not printed paper 

 

3 Bendersitalia asserts that: 

X the additional materials (ink) are in keeping with the “EuPIA Guideline” (ed. 2012). 
 

X the sensorial inactivity tests have been carried out as asked by Regulation (CE) n. 1935/2004 
 

X  the good is composed of materials (loading agents, addittives and technological processing aids) on 

the positive lists of the current Legislation; is  in keeping with the fixed composition and purity standards 
regarding the contact with foodstuffs that  need migrations test; complies with the possibly applicable 
specific restriction (Titolo II, capo IV, art. 27 comma 1, DM 21/03/1973) 

 

X  All the row materials are in keeping with the annex 1 of the Industrial Guidelines regarding food 
compliance of the paper and cardboard materials with food contact (ed. 2012) 
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4 The industrial and commercial use of this declaration doesn’t exclude the verification of the current 
legislation and  technological suitability  to final purpose. 
 

5 The validity of this declaration starts from the date below and it will replace when there will be significant 
changes regarding the material production, enough to change significant requirements . 

 
6 The material intended to be in contact with foodstuffs have to be  stored for a  time not  longer than 12 
months, possibly  packed, in a  dry place and protected from light and heat. The material’s compliance is 
intended within the limits of the storage  conditions, maintenance and use considering the  product’s 
features and the conditions of use. 
 
7 In case of product’s changement, of his composition or intended use and use conditions the recipient of 
this declaration has to make sure of the  agreement case/content, that is  his responsability. 
 
8 This declaration is in keeping with the current Legislation of the European Union and the extra-european 
countries that recognize the validity. Is the responsibility of the customer to comunicate any legislative 
restrictive variances relative to that used in the UE area. 
 
9  The materials of BENDERSITALIA are produced in keeping with the requirements of the  Regulation CE 
2023/06. 
 
10. Declaration valid regarding the codes of BENDERSITALIA Srl. 
 
                                                                                                                    
Poncarale,  02/01/2018 
 
SARA MAREGA  Funzione RESP. GSA    

                                                                                                                            
 
 

(a) Categories according to DM 21/03/1973 . 


